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third turn, the fifth
half-round, Red pre-

lillock away his own
_ in the kitchen. He
shot at it.
. He hits it at an
outer side with his

- , and both disks
the board in differ-

DS.

SHOT. Only one disk,
=-emams on the board.

aration for his third
sixth shot of the half-

Black now sights from be-
- center of Red's starting

er disk E-1 and beyond,
~mines that if he can
a disk in scoring position
. Z, it will be largely

from his opponent by
3-l.
returns to his own side and
his shooting disk in the Fifth shot
e outer, or left, edge of

starting area. He aims for should knock away the black
Z and shoots. However, his scoring disk G. He shoots. He

_ is a lit~le to~ close to E-l hits it full and knocks it out
touches it, which causes the of court. At the same time his

s:::cting disk to glance slightly own shooting disk stops when it
:::e left. It eventually stops at hits G, and remains there in place

G. At the same time, the in scoring position at D-l.
_ clipping of disk E-1 causes=-- to move to the right to E-2.

disks,
with

board.
fourth
Black
knock
t B-l.
sights
'de of
notes
disk
rt of

,
,

)
~""~E2
:E1

,~ :
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Sixth shot Seventh shot Eighth shot
no more turns in this half-round, in the 7-area. He shoots gently,
he cannot spoil whatever Black so as to tap D-1 just lightly
accomplishes with this last-shot. enough so that it will go as far
Black wishes to do about the as the kitchen and stop there.

same thing that Red has just Black's shooting disk hits D-1
done, that is, to spoil his oppon- full, and stops for a 7 at H. How-
ent's scoring disk and make a ever, the red disk D-l moves just
score for himself. But he also a little too far and stops on a line
hopes to put his opponent's disk at D-2.
D-1 in the kitchen, so that Red END OF HALF-ROUND. The
will lose 10 points. half-round has now been finished.
Black shoots to use D-1 as a The score is now determined and

backstop, so that his own disk is recorded on the scoreboard.
H will stop against it for a score Score: Red 0, Black 7.

ART 3: ILLUSTRATION OF PLAY, SHOT BY SHOT (8)

EIGHTH SHOT. Two disks, E-2
SEVENTH SHOT. Two disks, and D-l, remain on the board.=-_ and G, remain on the board. Black now uses his last-shot,
Ith his fourth turn, the sev- or hammer shot, the eighth shot
shot of the half-round, Red of the half-round. Since Red has

This is a continuation of the il-
ation in the above article,
is therefore the second half-
d of the game. Assuming

;:.::;at this is a doubles game, the
o players at the foot of the
t now shoot their half-round

- the opposite direction. toward
zae head of the court.
Red, at the foot of the court.

.:aces his partner at the head of
e court, and is therefore on the

:eIt. At the foot of the court the
red disks are always on the left,
and the black disks are always
on the right.

(If on the contrary, we were
to assume this to be a singles
game, the two players after
shooting from the head of the
court. would then go to the
foot of the court and shoot the
second half-round toward the
bead of the court, Black on the
right and playing first.:

We have now added to the
diagrams a disk in each of the
lower corners to indicate the col-
or being played from each side
of the court.

FIRST' SHOT. To start with. he may be able to maneuver one shoots to hide a disk at point Y,
there is nothing on the board. or two disks into scoring area covered by disk A-I as a protec-
Red, playing on the left at the by hitting E-I at an angle. tive guard.

foot of the court. now plays the THIRD SHOT. There are now He fails to make the shot as
first shot of the half-round. He two disks on the board. A-I and desired; his disk goes too far,
places a disk A at A-I. alongside E-I (full circle). and stops on a line at B <broken-
the point of the triangle and on With his second turn. the third line circle).
his own side of the court, thus shot of the half round, Red (Disks already on the board are
forming a Tampa guard or Tam-
pa pilot. He hopes later to hide a
disk beyond it, at about point X,
where Black can hardly see it to
hit it.
SECOND SHOT. There is noth-

ing on the board but disk A-I
t drawr. with a full-line circle).
Black might shoot to spoil the

guard disk A-I. in order to pre-
vent Red from hiding beyond it.
He himself cannot hidr a disk be-
yond it, except on the center line.
or partially hidden in the 10-area
(the lauer not an easy shot i.
He shoots for a 10. expecting
to stop on the center line in case
he fails to stop in the 10-area.
His disk goes beyond the

10-area and "tops on the center
line at E-l <Disk drawn with
broken line.i As will be seen later, First Shot Secend Shot Third Shot
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is second turn, the
of the half-round

a double, that is, h~
tn score two disks at one

_ His shooting disk hits E-I
igbt of center and glances off

m the right to stop at F. At the
same time E-I is knocked diag-
onally onward to E-2. The disks
will score ~ and 7 if left in place,
so the gain for the shot is 15.
FIFTH .SHOT. There are now

four disks on the board, A-I, F,
E-2, and B.
~ed, in preparation for his 0 Fourth Shot e 0 fifth Shot ®' 0 .

.third turn, the fifth shot of the S",h Shot 0
half-round, sights from each side d.S~XTH SHOT. There are three disk would be exposed and could
of his starting area. He finds that. BIS s on the board, A-I, E-2, and readily be knocked away by
he can see all of the black scor- . BI k d h' .ing disk E-2 and all of the other .Bla~k, for the s.ixth shot and kit~~en an per aps put in the
black scoring disk F, that he can h~s thI:-d turn, desires to protect .
readily hit one or the other with hIS disk E-2 by placing a . Or, Red could play a comb in a-
a full hit, that in hitting either protective guard behind it (near- bon ,,~ot, to knock e.ither A-I or
disk he can leave his shooting er the starting area) and in the G agam~t E-2 to spoil the lat.te.r.
disk in scoring position, and that way of ~ possible shot by Red . He thm~s ~f a fOll:rth pos~IbIl-
either black disk struck can be to knock It away. ity and. tries It. He ~ts A-I light-
knocked away or perhaps put in .In order to see how Red might ly, hoping to bunt It gently into
the kitchen. aim such a shot, he sights from th.e scormg area for a 10 or an 8.
Alternatively, he can shoot to the extreme left edge of Red's DISk. A ~tops at A-2, and the

make a combination shot strik- starting area. He shoots and puts shootmg disk stops at D.
ing disk F on the right ~ide to ~isk G .right on Red's possible
knock it against E-2, hoping to lme of aim. EIGHTH SHOT. There are five
spoil both of them for a gain of SEVENT~ SHOT. There are disks on the board, D, G, A-2,
15 points. His shooting disk would now four disks on the board, A-I, E-2, and B.
necessarily glance to the right G, E-2, and B. For the eighth and last shot
outside of the scoring areas. With the seventh shot of the Black has most of the right side
.He .decides to attempt the com- half-round and his own f?urth and of t~e scoring diagram open for

bination. He shoots and succeeds last turn, Red cannot hit Black's scormg. He shoots for an 8 but
partially. He knocks a~ay disk scoring disk E-2 by a ?irec~ shot his disk stops on the 7-8 dross-
F, but F does not strike E-2, because of the other disks in the line at H.
which remains in place. way.
Gain for the shot: 8 (subtract- Although h ld 1 di
d f th

' .. e cou p ace a Isk
e rom e opponent s prospec- in scormg ar a th . htive score). . e on ~ open rig tSIde of the scormg diagram, the

Al

o Seventh Shot ®

o ®Eighth Shot

Adding the above to the score
END OF HALF-ROUND. scorelof the previous half-round, the

for the half-round: Red 0; Black score for the game becomes:
7. Red 0; Black 14.

PART 4: ILLUSTRATION OF PLAY. SHOT BY SHOT (el

This is a continuation of the SECOND SHOT. There is only In order to re-open the path Black repeats the same shot,
two preceding articles. It starts one disk, E, on the board (disk to a hidden spot beyond E, Black that is, to knock away the disk
the second round, and shows the drawn with full-line circle). shoots to knock away A. The at point A.
third half-round of the illustra- Knowing that Black wants to shooting disk hits A on the side, . k .
tive game. I'd di k t E t hid b and both disks go off the board. SIXTH SHOT. Only dis E IS

S 1 e a IS pas 0 I e e- . on the board as for the second
The play now returns to the yond it, Red fills in the space FOURTH SHOT. Only disk E and fourth shots.

head of the court, and "Black between E and the center line is on the board. . . .
I'Sout." by putting disk A (drawn with R d t . h' ti f th Red shoots to Iill III with a. e repea s IS ac ion 0 e hi . k h h'broken-line circle) right in, the d h t d I th t ird dis at t e spot were ne

S T t t ith secon so, an paces ano er. I di k AFIRST HOT. 0 s ar WI ,way di k f'II' t th t previously has p aced IS •.. '. IS to 1 m a e same spo h h ts li htlthere IS nothmg on the board <DIsks already on the board h di k A However, e overs 00 s ig y,. . were IS was. d di k t th
BI k th 1 ft 1 are normally shown by full - line an the IS sOPS on e 8-10
ac ,on e e , .p aces .a circles. Those being put on the cross line at C. .

cross:guard at E, as did Red III board are usually indicated by FIFTH SHOT. There are two .S~VENTH SHOT. DISks E, and
the first half-round. He of course b k li . 1 ) di k th b d E d ther C lie on the boardro en - me circ es. . IS S on e oar an ano '.wants later to shoot past E at di k t . t A ' Black places a guard disk H
an angle and hide a disk at or IS a pom . in position to prevent Red from
near X, where Red would have THIRD SHOT. Disks E and A. We have again the same situa- shooting at C. He thus prevents
difficulty in hitting it. are on the board. .tion as for the third shot, and. Red from making a double with

4
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C, which Red might other- EIGHTH SHOT_ Disks E, H
accomplish by stopping his and C lie on the board.
shooting disk gently against Red shoots for an 8 on .the
pushing the latter onward

~ e 8-area.

<'
open left side of the board, and for the half-round: Red 8, Black .
accomplishes it, stopping at D. O. Score in the game, thus far:
END OF HALF-ROUND~"Seore Red 8, Black 14.

E
~

t
~ fiRST SHOT 0 0 SECOND &. FOURTH 0 0 THIRD &. FIFTH 0

SHOTS SHOTS

re
e
s:

In order to prevent Black from
hiding beyond E, Red knocks it

FIRST SHOT. Black (on the off the board. His shooting disk
right) places a cross-guard E on hits E on the side and both disks

FOURTH SHOT. Red
clears the board.

o SIXTH SHOT 0 ~ SEVENTH'SHOT 0 o EiGHTH SHOT 0

o SEVENTH SHOT ~

ART 5: ILLUSTRATION OF PLAY, SHOT BY SHOT (D)

o SECOND, FOUlTH It @
SIXTH SHOTS

FIFTH SHOT. The board is
clear.
Black repeats the play that he

. made for the first and third shots,
THIRD SHOT. The board IS by placing a cross-guard at E.

clear.
Black repeats by putting anoth-

er disk at the same spot where SIXTH SHOT. Red again clears
he put E at his first shot. the board.

This is a continuation of the the opposite (left) side of the fly off the board. In other words,
ee preceding articles, and is board, as did Red in the first he clears the board.

the fourth half-round of the illus- half-round and in the third half-
zrativa game. It shows a style of round.
play that is effective in any game,
and is especially seen in tourna-
ment play. SECOND SHOT. Only disk E is
The play returns to the players on the board.

at the foot of the court. Black is
out.

o fllST, THIID " e
fiFTH SHOTS

again SEVENTH SHOT. The board is
clear.
Black, with the seventh shot of

the half-round and his own last
turn, now shoots for a high 10,
just inside the point of the trian-
gle, at X, but not deep enough
in the triangle for Black to use
it readily as a backstop and stop
against it for a score. His disk
actually stops on the point of the
triangle, at H.

EIGHTH SHOT. Only disk H is
on the board.
Red, with the last-shot, now

scores at D in the a-area, on the
open left side of the board.

END OF HALF-ROUND. This
completes four half-rounds, or
two rounds of play. For the next
. alf-round, Red would start the
play at the head of the court.
Score for the half-round: Red

3. Black O. Score for the game
thus far: Red 16, Black 14.

o flGHTH SHOT @

5



6: TECHNIQUE OF SHOOTING (A)

10 general, the shooter holds mark, such as a piece of colored
the cue at the handle end, places plast~c tape, will aid as a guide
both prongs of the head against 10 doing this.
the disk aims takes about two POSITION OF BODY. Before
st 'd sh~ves the disk on. starting to shoot, the feet are ap-
eps, an proximately together, body bent

ward along the court. forward at the hips, the right
Since a jerky movement tends arm is at the side ~f the body.

to cause inaccuracy, the entire The degree of leamng forward
movement should be smooth, varies greatly with different per-
steady, long, and with a follow- sons. Most lean forward about
through. 45 degrees. A few lean forward

as much as 80 or 90 degrees, and
HOLDING THE CUE. The shuf- a very few stand erect.

fler may be right > handed or' The position of the body should
left . handed. There is no ad- be comfortable, without con-
vantage in favor of the o~e or straint, and in good balance. On
the other, and no difference 10 the windy days, in order to avoid
play. The descriptions of tech- being thrown off balance by a
nique are 'based upon the as- gust of wind, spreading the feet
sumption that the shuffler is right-' more may help.
handed; so that for ~ ~eft-~andedi The right hand holding the
player the terms right andi cue should be at the side of the
"left" should be interchanged. body and not in front of it. The,
The handle of the cue is held hand and arm may be about a

at or near its end, by the fingers foot forward of the body, or may:
of the right h.and. It is well to hang down almost vertically. The
hold the cue lightly between the arm is held loosely and slightly
thumb and forefinger. only, or bent. The arm sho;ld be able to'
the thumb and tw~ fmge~s. It swing to the front and rear with.
s.hould not be ~npp~d. tI~htly out striking the body. Practicing
like a club, as this grrp .ISliable a free swing usually helps, with,
to cause inadvertent SIdeward or without a cue in the hand.
m.ovements of. the cue ~nd dis~, CUE AGAINST DISK.' Both.
WIthresultant maccuracies. AVOId g f the cue should touch the"d th . " pron s 0a ea -grip, disk before shooting, and should
The cue should always be held be maintained against it by a.

so that, in shooting, the same. slight pressure. If only one prong;i
face IS always upward. Some' touches the disk jl'st before shoot-

ing, or if contact of bothprongs,
is broken temporarily, the for-
ward motion of the cue in shoot-
ing is liable to cause some side-
ward movement of the disx and
therefore reduce the accuracy of
the shot.
, AIMING. Many players do not
appear to aim, but step into place
quickly and shoot the disk with.
out pause. Other players, and
this includes most of the national
champions, regularly spend some
time and careful attention to
aiming. Careful aiming is a habit
to foster.
The first element in aiming is

to select an aiming point, that is,
the spot where it is desired to
place the shooting disk, or thei
particular point on a target disk
which it is desired to hit.
In shooting to place the shoot-:

ing disk in a given area, it is bet-
ter to aim at a spot, such as the
center of the a:' ~a, rather than at
the area as a W ole.
In trying to :, it a disk, the ex-

act spot on ute target disk a~
which to aim the center of the
[shocting disk should be s;lected,

URIP
... Carl, six times Nation-
al Open Singles champ-
ion, grasps his cue lightly
between thumb and first
two fingers. The push is
given the cue by the third
and fourth fingers, which
press tightly together and
against the butt of the
cue.
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SHOOTING POSITION

. . • Carl Spillman prepares to shoot by leaning for-
ward, glancing first at his cue, then onward to the
target. His left arm is bent somewhat.

FIRST SHORT STEP

is taken by Carl who is like a coiled spring,
crouching and ready to drive forward. His disk
has not yet moved; arm is at the rear of his body.

FINAL STEP AND SHOT

. . . Carl demonstrates the form that has helped
place him at the top of our All-Time Roll of Champ-
ions. He is stretched out after the follow-through.
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as: center, two inches right
r, left edge, one inch out-:

the left edge, etc. Since the
of hit controls the angles

which the two disks move
after the hit, this point is

rtant. It will be discussed
in connection with angles.

Having selected the aiming
_ . t, the shuffler place>. his cue
=ainst the disk, and the eye

ces along the line of the cue
disk to the aiming point, in

er to insure that the cue is
_ . ted directly at the aiming
_ . t. The player shuffles his, feet
- a tly to the right or left until
- cue is pointed correctly.
In order to sight over the cue

an especially careful shot,
shuffler should not only lean
ard but also to the right so

that the eye is over the cue. The
eye may be brought down almost

the level of the cue, which is,
men sighted almost like a rifle.
After pointing his cue accurate-
, the shooter should fix his eyes

directly upon the aiming point
and keep his eyes there just prior

shooting, while shooting, and
til the disk reaches the spot or

stops.

STEPS. Starting with the feet
approximately side by side, the
shuffler usually takes one or twoi
steps forward in shooting. '
For most players, two steps

are most suitable. The first step
- usually a short one with the
right foot, followed by a long step
. h the left foot.
Some shufflers prefer to take'

only one step in shooting, retain-
Ing the right foot apprcximately
- place and taking one long step
1h the left foot.
Whatever the number of steps

taken, the left foot should be for-
ard at the moment of releasing

the disk, with the weight on the
Mt foot. This favors suitable bal- aid to accuracy. Instead of a
ance of the body, as well as free jerky movement, characterized
movement of the right arm. by the, expenditure of consider-
Balance is important, as any' able muscular effort of the arm,

failure to maintain equilibrium the movement is a swinging
will injure the accuracy of the: movement, and it continues, aft-
shot, perhaps even cause a miss. ! 'er the. disk has left the cue, to
BODY AND ARM MOVE_!the full reach of the arm. A jerky

MENT. Of course, as the forward movemen~. tends to spoil the aim.
steps are taken, the body moves The s.wmg of the arm should
forward. During the first part of be straight fro~ rear t~ front,
the body movement, the head of and should not be permltt~d to
the cue does not move, hence, v~er to the rigntor left until the:
the arm swings smoothly to the disk has left the cue.
rear with relation to the body, Movements of the legs, bo?y
then th; arm moves forward and arm sho~ld become so .habl~-
smoothly, progressively increas-l ual that. their correct action IS
ing the speed of the cue and disk automatic.
until the arm is swung fully for-
ward in a follow-through.
The follow-through, which is

used in tennis, golf, polo, and
many other games, is a material

PART 7: TECHNIQUE OF SHOOTING (8)

W~en .sh?ot!ng in a desired di- can do this. Therefore a begin-
rectlon It IS .0 be expected that ner should not become disc our-
errors will occur of about one aged because of his errors. In
to four inches to the right or left, fact. if shufflers could always
and occasionally e~rors will be shoot with ~reliable ~accuracy.
greater. When shootmg to stop at most of the interest and fun or
a certain spot, the errors in dis- the game would be lost.
tance beyond or short are much The degree of slipperiness of
larger, frequently one to three a court, or speed of the court,
feet, and occasionally more. is one of its most important char-
Shooting at high speed tends to 'acteristics, Surfaces may vary in

involve jerky motions, and to slipperiness in different parts of
cause considerable inaccuracies the same court, and also from
in direction, with misses' from court to court.
time to time. For many shots, Also, while courts do occasion-
medium force with a smooth ally change in speed during a
stroke is usually better than high match, it is considered that in
speed. However, as will be dis- most cases when shufflers think
cussed later, high-speed shots they observe a change in speed
have distinct advantages for cer- of a court, what usually occurs
tain types of shots. is that the shufflers themselves

gradually change speed of shoot-
Th~ acc~racy of a shufflers ing without knowing it.

shootmg will vary from day t The best way for a shuffler to
day, from court to court, from adjust his play to the speed of
area to area on ~he same. court, the court is to practice a num-
and even f~om time to t~me. in ber of rounds on the court before
the same game. In consI~ermg a match starts. This practice ac-
whether to attempt any partlCul~r customs the mind and muscles to
sh.ot, t~e shooter should bear In the amount of effort required to
mind hIS degree of accuracy at propel the disks to various dis-
the moment. t ., ' . ances, over varIOUs areas, and
.No shuffler can expect to make finally to stop at the desired spot

hIS shots always exactly as he or to strike with the desired de-
plans them. Not even the experts gree of force.

This getting used to the court
is often called "getting the feel
of the court," or "getting the
touch of the court," It is import-
ant and greatly affects the play.
One round of prior practice is

a bare minimum, usually inade-
quate, and six or eight rounds
are far better, when practicable,
before an important match. At-
tention should especially be paid
to practicing the shots which re-
quire gentle force and delicate
touch, such as shooting to stop
at particular spots. The practice
should be along different lines
of shooting and to different areas
of the court.
Playing on a slow court after

playing on a fast one, or vice
versa, ruins the adjustment of
mind and muscle, and may re-
quire many rounds before a new
adjustment is made.
Practice before play also helps

by loosening and warming the
player's muscles. It is also im-
portant in attaining accuracy for
the day.
Yet, even when there has been

prior practice, adjustments are
often necessary during a game.
When the court is too slippery and
the disks slide too far, the shoot-
er should estimate the distance
the disks have been overshooting,
four feet for example, and should

POSITION

Carl takes position
to shoot. He faces partly
to left, at about the same
angle as one of the di-
agonal side lines of the
court diagram. Then, by
leaning forward he actual-
ly carries his body to the
left, without awkwardness
or restraint, so that his
eye is over his cue. He
does not consciously aim
his cue, but glances down
at it and points it directly
at the target.

SHOOTING

Carl at end of his
swing. His body is low, his
eyes on the target. His
swing is long and smooth.

VARIATIONS. While the -fore-
going techinque is believed' to be;
suitable for most shufflers, there
are of' course variations.

7



PART 8: TECHNIQUE OF SHOOTING {Cl

HERB HALL
. • • listed high on last season's Roll of Champions aims his
shot. He likes to steady his cue with his left hand. He leans
to his right to get his eye over the cue, takes a short right
step, a full left step and fires (photo at right). His eye remains
on too tar~f't through the entire snwoth delivery.

of the PlaCel.decrease progressively, until the
to stop, say, shooter no longer has to aim

. Of course the short.
should be directly at In a similar manner, when the

disks are stopping short of the
target. the shooter should aim at

the play progresses, the er-Ia point which is a suitable dis-
and correction usually will tance beyond his target spot.

, When Over-Shooting
A shuffler aiming at point Y

but continually sliding to Z
should change his point of aim
to about point X, about three or
four feet short of Y. The disk,
again sliding beyond the aim-
ing point (now X), should stop
at Y, the desired target.

When Under-Shooting

On a slow court a shuffler
aiming for point Y will fall
short. If the disk lauds at X,
the shooter should correct his
aim to point Z. His disk, again
falling short of the aiming point
(Z), should stop at Y, the de-
sired target.

TAKING AIM

. . . Mary Ruth Scalise, topmost all-time woman
shuffler, aims carefully at target down the court.'I~~

, Before starting to play each
,shot, the shuffler should think
iand plan his shot. In case the
problem is difficult, he should
take whatever time is necessary
'and not be worried about the
time element. Also, a change of
mind while actually" making a
shot will probably cause a fail-
ure.

,~---~-'- '-~~

FIRST STEP

... Mrs. Scalise takes first step with right foot. Her
right arm swings back. Disk barely starts to move.

•••
FINAL STEP

.•. Mrs., Scalise takes herfinal step and finishes her
stroke, a smooth stroke with a long follow-through.

8

In looking at the far end of tht
court while planning his shot,
player will frequently have occa-
sion to step over to his op-
ponent's side of the court in or-
der to sight. This is especiall
valuable in judging how the op-
ponent may later play, and there-
fore in counteracting his play.

•••



(e)

TAKING AIM
. . . Bess Henderson, one of the state's best shuf-
flers, .places both feet together while taking aim.

CALLING THE SHOT. In a (I) Complying with the play-
friendly game, it is very good ing rules, such as always plac-
aining for the two opponents to ing the disks fully within the

call their shots to each other, starting area, never stepping
that is, each announces to his over the base line, etc.
opponent the type of shot he
plans, just before shooting each (2) Knowing the score before
time. Each player may thus planning each shot; and usually
earn from the other, as well as looking at the scoreboard in or-
evelop his own judgment and der to do so.
lhe courage to announce it and
to follow it. (3) Planning shots deliberately
SPOTTING SHOOTING DISK. and carefully.

The shooter spots his shooting
disk in any part of the starting (4) Checking the disks for
area, clear of the lines, as will sand, grass, etc.
best favor his planned shot.

en, for example, it is desired (5) Taking care in aiming and
ce hit a disk that is partly hid- shooting.
en beyond another disk, the

shooting disk should usually be (6) Stepping well out of the
;»aced at the extreme right or way of the opponent when he is
t side of the starting area. shooting.

CHECKING THE DISKS. Pri-_
to each shot the shuffler .~~~=

-' auld slide the shooting disk
ck and forth with his cue, or

Ground and around, in order to
see if there is sand, grass or

er irregularity on the bottom
the disk or on the court which

::tight tend to spoil the shot. (See
cial Interpretations, with th

rnles.) This is a habit that should
cultivated, so that it is done

. out having to think about it

CULTIVATION OF HABITS.
~ in any other game or activ-

of life; repeated practice Is:
zeeessary in order to attain pro-
- .ency in shooting and in order
- develop correct habits of play.

addition to the mere technique
shooting, there are other hab-
that should be cultivated and

practiced, Among the various
habits to be cultivated are the
following:

LONG FOLLOW-THROUGH
completes the delivery. Mrs. Henderson did

not plan having foot in air; that comes naturally.

GRIP
Mrs. Henderson

grips cue between her
thumb and two fingers
with third finger behind
butt of cue.

Traynor

BODY ENGLISH
.•• some of the experts can be seen displaying the
best form for wishing one's disks to target.

AIMING
. . . twice Florida State
champion Bess Hender-
son leans to her right,
eye over the cue so she
can sight straight along
it.

SHOOTING
. Mrs. Henderson

ends her stroke with a
long follow - through.
She turns her hand with
back upward to gain
accuracy.

9



Iedge of billiards is about I-16th inch to % inch for 1 inch for light taps, or 'h inch
not essential in fore- a gentle tap (as for disk A-2 in to 3 inches for shots of medium

3ecing and planning the hits of the second diagram), or about 'force. This will of course vary
disk against another and the ~2 to 2 inches for a hit at with the skill and accuracy of
ement of the two disks after medium speed (as for disk A-3

lbe bit, and especially how to in the third diagram), and even
aim in order to attain the re- more for a fast shot.
suIts desired.
FeLL HI'fS. If it is desired

to trnock a disk directly onward, OFF CENTER. If the contact
it should of course be struck is slightly off center, that is, to
full. that is, exactly in the mid- the right or left by perhaps a
rile. A light tap moves it.·a short half-inch, the striking disk moves
distance; a hard hit moves it off a little to the side, and also
the board. slightly more forward, perhaps
When a moving disk (A) an inch or several inches. The

strikes another tEl full, the amount of movement is least for
striking disk s'ops immediately. light taps and greatest for hard
Theoretically, it should stop ex- blows.
actly at the spot where it is at Since it is rarely possible to
the instant of contact, (as for insure that the striking disk will
disk A-I, in the Iirst diagram) hit exactly full, it is best to as-
and this occurs sometimes. ~~w- SU:!1e that the striking disk will
ever, for most shots, the striking ,'.
disk edges forward slightly, move onward aoout '!4 mch to

GLES (A)

PART 10: HITS AND ANGLES (B)

If it is desired to drive a side on which it has hit the
disk diagonally to the right it is struck disk. The direction of il~
struck on the left side, and vice movement depends upon the an-
versa. The farther to the side gle of the hit, that is, how far
it is struck, the greater is the off center the hit is made, and
angle at which it is driven away the distance of its movement
to the opposite side. See figures depends upon both the angle and
4 through 6. the speed or force of the shot.
At the same time the striking If the hit is at an angle of 45

disk glances off diagonally to (he degrees (figure 4), the striking

L 7.

I !. L

1/ \ I
Q~c):?G D>lo~tT 'fH

X X

\

o 1-<.5" )"P-. \ /~~o.
,_,1

t
X

Figure 4 Figure 6Figure 5

PART II: SHOOTING FOR SIMPLE SCORE (A)

Although this shot is described
first, it is usually undesirable at
the beginning of each round of
play, because a disk placed in
scoring position with no other
disk back of it to protect it. is
vulnerable, invites attack at

A shot for simple score, that is,
a shot planned to place a disk in
one of the scoring areas and to
stop there in the open, is the
most basic of all shots and is
the one which ;s learned first by
beginners.
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the player in getting full hits,
and also with the difficulty of the
shot. It will also vary with the
speed of the court. t

E)Q
\ \

.•..... /

f'
A,3

Figure 3

disk B and the struck disk F Imove at all, while the striking
move to left and right about disk D moves onward, changing
equally in direction and distance. its direction only slightly.

NEARLY FULL. For hits more
full (figure 5) the struck disk G
moves along a line GR whose di-
rection is closer to that of the
shooting line KL, and the strik-
ing disk C glances off more
sharply to the side on the line
CQ. The struck disk G moves 3
greater distance, to R, and the
striking disk C to a less distance,
to Q.
For hits farther to the side of

the struck disk, that is, thin hits.
(figure 6), the struck disk H
moves more sharply toward the
side, on the line HT, and the
·strikir.g disk D moved more near-
ly in the forward direction, along
DS. The struck disk H moves a
short distance, to T, and the
striking disk D moves much
farther, to S.
If the striking c;sk D merely

clips or grazes the struck disk I-J
lightly on the side, the latter
moves only slightly to the side,
and may sometimes not even

once, and is easily knocked off
the board or perhaps into the
kitchen.

(The terms "back," "rear,'"
"behind," and "near" are used
to mean "toward the shooter

ACCURACY. The use of a thin
hit requires great accuracy in
shooting, and involves the possi-
bility that a slight error in di-
rection may mean a corrplete
miss. Hence a thin shot shouid
not ordinarily be attempted; it is
wrong for most cases if a fuller
hit can accomplish the purpose.
Every shot in which one disk

hits another is affected by these
considerations.
The foregoing general consid-

erations are about all that is
known about angles by many
players, who then adjust their
practice by trying out hits at
various angles. It is therefore
possible to get along with this
limited knowledge.
However, for those who wish to

understand the matter well, this
caries of articles will later re-
turn to this subject and discuss
angle hits and their results in
greater detail.

or the starting area." The
terms "front," "forward," "on-
ward," "far," and "beyond"
are used to mean "in the di-
rection of shooting.")

HOW MADE. The shot for sim-
ple score is made gently so that



hits,
of the

thp.

iss
in

at

ill stop at the spot that shoot straight down the
aim is taken. To obtain court, for example, along the

direction is usually line CY in the figure.
although the direc-

Len missed by inexpe- However, if there are no other
- -ers and occasionally disks on the board, it is well to
~ shufflers. shoot diagonally across the

board, placing the shooting disk
of direction occur large- near the outer edge of the shoot-

gb carelessness in aim- er's starting area, as at D in
~ ere should be no excuse the diagram, and to aim for the

ping on the center line center X of the 8-area on the op-
e are no other disks ob- ponent's side of the board.

~~ll' ~a the board.

used passes through the 10-area,
one 8-area, and one 7-area. Then,
in case the shot aimed for the
center of the 8-area happens to
stop short, there is a chance that
it may score a 10, and if it
happens to go beyond the 8-area,
there is chance of scoring a 7.

Of course the danger of over-
shooting so as to stop in the kit-
chen should be kept in mind and
guarded against, for many shots
aimed for scoring areas do ac-
tually over-shoot and pass into

CUT AWAY or beyond the kitchen. We havee other hand, to regulate
. ance of a shot is not The diagram has about two- Sheen national champions put
and many shots are over thirds Of. the COUl~tc~t a~ay. If t emselves in the kitchen.

- . This can be reduced by th~ starting area IS visualized as The diagonal lining up of the
1 aiming, usually for the beI~g move~ toward the reader 10, 8 and 7-areas is not only suit-
of the scoring area where to ItS Iull distance from the far- able for the beginner but also
desired to stop. Still, the ther part 'of the court, there for the experienced shuffler.
se of stopping on cross. would be 24 fe~t more of the If oher disks on the board pre.

"line-itis, ' cannot be ~ourt, and then It w?uld ?e rN~~ vent or hamper using the above
ed entirely. Not even the ized that the shoot1~g ~me J?n. described shooting line some

f1 would point exactly mime with h li b d'shuf ers in the world can LX th f th art of the shoot. ?t er me may . e use , employ-
-s avoid the cross-lines. .'. e ar er p mg the same Ideas as far as

mg line, practicable, usually shooting tc
• making shots for simple some part of the board that is
es, there are many players The diagonal shooting line thus open.

ART 12: SHOOTING FOR SIMPLE SCORE (B)

IT disks are placed in various But there is also lost space possible to place a standard six-
ers of the scoring triangle around the sides. This lost space inch disk. 3:ence all the space in

figures 8 and 9) it is observed may be understood if we con sid- the square is unusable, or lost
t the standard six-inch disk er two squares, respectively mea- space.

eannot be scored closely. in t?e suring five inches and s~ven inch- While a disk can be placed in
acute angles of the scormg dia- es, on their SIdes (figures 10 the seven-inch square, it can be
gram. There is lost space, espe- and 11l. moved only one inch from left to
eially m the corners. In the five-inch square it is not right, and one inch from top to

+--'7"----'1>'

Figure 7

Figure 8

Figure IIFigure 10

Figure 9

Figure 15

~..----18·---_

Figure 12 Figure 13 Figure 14
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bottom. Hence we can visualize the' three-inch margin of lost of seven inches while the disk is
the effective available space as space all around the sides of the in contact with the line.
being a one-inch square, &8 sh?wn square, and into this margin the .
at the center of the seven-mch center of a disk cannot go unless Tha~ IS, f.rom the moment w~en
squ~e.. . the disk touches or overlaps one' the. dl~k. first t?uch~s the lm~,
This one-mch square IS the of the outer lines of the square. while It IS crossmg It, and until

area where the center of the disk - the last part of the disk leaves
can move. All the rest of the the line, the disk moves a total
seven-inch square is lost space, SEVEN INCHES WIDE. Ap- of seven inches.
and this lost space constitutes a proaching the same idea in an- .'.'
three-inch margin around the in- other way, we note that, as a Th~ref?re. It may be sal? that
side of the square. disk moves squarely across a the lme IS, III effect, seven mches
Enlarging our picture to an 18- white line which is one inch wide wide.

inch square (figure 12), we see (figure 13), there is a movement We may even draw the lines as

being seven inches wide (figure
14). We find that our line the
consists of one inch of white line
and three inches of lost margi
on each side.
If all of the lines of the scor-

ing triangle are drawn as sever
inches wide, as shown' in Figure
15, we obtain a picture from
which we can draw some inter-
esting conclusions.
We note that the effective sizes

of the various scoring areas are
materially reduced.

Scoring area Area within Lost space of Reduced
white lines 3-inch margin effective
(Sq. In.) (Sq. In.) (Per cent) size

383 230 60 153
594 281 47 313
1014 353 35 661
1104 459 42 645

Relative
effective

size
1
2
4.3
4.2

It is assumed that the lines are
one inch wide (the official rules
permit lines of any width from
% inch to Ph inches>. So, for
example, we have calculated the
size of the 10-area within the
white lines and find it to be 383
squareinches,
But when the lines are drawn

seven inches wide, and the ad-
ditional area of the lost three-
inch margin is subtracted, then
the effective size of the 10-area
is further reduced by 230 square
inches, or 60 per cent, and be-
comes 153square inches. The per-
centage of reduction is greater
for the lO-area than for any oth-
er scoring area.
In this way We find that the

effective sizes of the other scor-
ing areas are 313 square inches

for one 8-area, 661 square inch-
es for one 7-area, and 645 square
inches for the kitchen.
If the various effective sizes

(next to last column) are com-
pared, 'it is found that the area
one 8-area is about twice the si
of the 10-area. So figures 2 an
1 are placed in the last colum
to show these respective sizes.
In a similar way, one 7-are

is 4.3 times the size of the 10-
area and the kitchen is 4.2 times.

PART 13: SHOOTING FOR SIMPLE SCORE tci

We continue the discussion of our preceding article, again
using Fig. 15.

The effective sizes of the various scoring areas have been
calculated, excluding the areas shown as shaded. The results of
the calculations are shown in the following table, and the nature of
the calculations is described below.

lO-area
One 8-area'
One 7-area
Kitchen These effective relative sizes

are also marked on the sketch.

It is evident that these effec-
tive sizes of the various scoring
areas are important in determin-
'ing which areas to shoot for In
making scores.

Since the official rules prescribe for the shuffleboard court that
all dimensions are to be measured from the line centers, we start
out by excluding from each scoring area one-half the widths Of
the white lines surrounding that area.

PART 14: SHOOTING FOR THE SIMPLE SCORE (D)

The shaded diagram (figure 15)
explains one of the principal rea-
sons why experts regularly shoot Furthermore, in a shot aimed
for 8s, instead of for 10s. A shot for the 10-area, the possibility of
for the 10-area is tempting, on ac- making a score in another area
count of the higher score. How- beyond (in case of failure tOI lb' th 1 f

b f th II f' ' . ' n 0 serving e p ay 0 ex-ever, ecauSe 0 e sma er e - stop accurately) IS greatly re- . .
fective size of the 10-area, and for. duced by the probability of stop- per~ shufflers, It wI.ll be noted
other reasons, the most useful and: ping on the center line. Or, if their shots. for a Simple score
rewarding shot for simple score is, the disk is aimed to one side are predommantly for the 8-area.
usually to the 8-area, and mosu in order to avoid this possibility,
s~ots for simple score are sol then that part of the 10-1 For. example, in the semifinals,
aimed. area available for scoring is r,,-, the fmals, and the playoffs be-
If the shooter has the choice, duced by about half. tween semifinalists for third and

of shooting for only an sarea Th I f h .' fourth places in the State Gold,
and nothing else or only the: ie v.aue. 0 t e large 7-area.

, . . for scormg IS greatly reduced by, .10-area and nothing else, his th d g imit f th : Medal Tournament at Mirror. e an erous proximi y 0 elchances of getting a score are kit h d' I li htl Lake Club St Petersburg March- - I C en, an IS a so s ig y reo: ,. .'
better for the 8-area by approxi- duced by the somewhat greater 11, 1954,all players being experts,
mate:Iy the o?ds of two to one. length of the shot. : there ~ere observed 80 last-shots
So, III a senes of shots if he for Simple scores, the board
succeeded in getting twenty 8S For these various reasons, th~ being clear or virtually clear so
(totaling 160), he should get only' 8-area, as mentioned above, is that the shots were not affected
ten 10s (totaling 100). normally the best target for aiPY the presence of other disks.

NOT lOs, BUT 88 shot for simple score when spe-I Of the 80 shots, 77 were aimed
cial reasons do not require a for 8s, and three were for lOs,
different shot.

EXPERTS PLAY 8s
Scores were made in 64 of the

shots, or 80 per cent of the total.,
The scores were as follows:

No. of shots Area Total scores
55 8 440
2 10 20
7 7 49
16 on lines 0-- --
80 509

The average score per shot
was 509 divided by 80, or 6.36.

Of the 16 on lines, seven were
on ,the 7-8 cross line, six were
on the 8-10 cross line, and three
were on the diagonal side lines.
None was on the center line.
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